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OVERVIEW

Rustic style property on a large hilltop plot offering a
private forest, lovely views of the mountains & sea, large
spaces to enjoy events & a fantastic garden.
This beautiful all-stone Galician style country house is located in a small village in
the area of Gondomar, offering spectacular garden views and a fantastic layout.
As we enter the property, we are welcomed by a large parking area with space for 5-7
cars. From here we access the main home which has a large reception lounge with
fireplace. This area links to all the levels and provides direct access to the gardens.
On the main floor we have a large eat-in kitchen plus the dining and living room with
a small lounge area giving access to the garden. On the first floor there are 5
bedrooms including the master suite. On the ground floor, we have the wine cellar
and a storage area.
Outside, the property benefits from a summer dining area with a large gazebo, a
winter dining kitchen with its wood-burning oven and two large guest bedrooms.

lucasfox.com/go/vig21252
Mountain views, Sea views, Garden,
Swimming pool, Tennis court , Natural light,
Period features, Wooden flooring, Parking,
Air conditioning, Alarm, Balcony, Barbecue,
Built-in wardrobes, Chill out area,
Double glazing, Equipped Kitchen,
Fireplace, Heating, Library, Pet-friendly,
Playground, Playroom, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Utility room, Views,
Walk-in wardrobe, Well

The grounds spread out and lead to a private forest. In the garden, we can find
avocado, fruit and all types of citrus trees, vegetable gardens, lovely plants and
flowers in addition to large wooded areas. We will also find here a workstation to
house the garden materials and vegetables.
The home is suitable for large family looking to enjoy the Galician outdoors and
benefit from the tranquillity of the area.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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